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Yokohama & 
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Yokohama City
Tourist Attraction No.

＜Gourmet＞

Roll-sushi school with a full range of recipes

Roll-Sushi School
GURURI

Kanagawa sightseeing charm creation conference

Address

Opening Hours

Availability of Parking

URL

3F Infini Motomachi, 2-90 Motomachi, Naka-ku, Yokohama-shi, Kanagawa（office）

Check the homepage for school locations and times

ー

http://www.kazarisushi.com/

Recommended Season

Group/Individual Mark

Europe, North America, Oceania, Asia

All year

Target Regions

Access

Start Yokohama Station (JR Line)

Time Required 5 hours

Goal Motomachi-Chukagai Station (Minato Mirai Line)

・4-minutes' walk from Motomachi-Chukagai 
Station on the Minato Mirai Line
・7-minutes' walk from JR [Ishikawacho 
Station]

JR Line [Yokohama Station] +++ JR Line 

[Ishikawacho Station] … Motomachi 

Shopping District (60 minutes) … (7 

minutes) … Roll-Sushi School GURURI (100 

minutes) … (5 minutes) … Chinatown (120 

minutes) … (10 minutes) … Yamashita Park 

(30 minutes) … (5 minutes) … Minato Mirai 

Line [Motomachi Chukagai Station]

Nearby Sightseeing Spot

Individual

Individual

Specific Model Route Details

Picture roll-sushi is a type of roll-sushi with which the same picture appears no matter where you cut it, in the same 
way as Kintaro Ame candy. Preparation events involving more than one-hundred different recipes are popular 
among women, children and overseas visitors. The origins of picture roll-sushi lie in Futomaki Matsuri (Thick 
Festival) Sushi, a local food that developed mainly in the Sanbu district of Chiba Prefecture. Traditional thick picture 
roll-sushi are sold outside of stations, etc., and opportunities for trying them are on the increase, but this hands-on 
event allows people to experience the delight in making your own. Various recipes that are perfect for the New 
Year, Setsubun (spring equinox), Girls' Day, Mothers' Day, Halloween and Christmas are available on the website. 

selling point Consultations regarding picture roll-sushi instructors visiting other places or regions (other towns) accepted (reservations required)

Explanation of
 Tourist Attraction

Motomachi Shopping Street
A fashionable street in which modern Western 
culture was first introduced when the Port of 
Yokohama was  opened featuring many stores 
targeting overseas visitors. An individualistic 
shopping street lined with buildings hosting 
shops selling fashion brands that originated in 
Yokohama's Motomachi, furniture, jewelry 
and gourmet restaurants.

Yamashita Park　
A very pleasant park 
offering views of 
Yokohama Port with 
its arriving and 
departing shipping. 
Contains many 
monuments.


